SUNCOO KN95 WHITE MASK MINI MANUAL
HOW TO PUT THE MASK ON

STEP 1: Unfold the KN95 mask
and wrap the elastic ear loops
around your ears.

STEP 2: Press the adjustable
nose wire across the bridge of
your nose. It should be tight and
fitted against your nose.

STEP 3: The KN95 mask should
be snug across your face with a
leakless seal on the sides.

BENEFITS OF THE KN95 MASK
Creates A Leakless Seal To Eliminate Dust & Debris Entering From The Sides.
3D Shape and Design Contours To The Face, Nose, & Mouth.
5 Layered Filter As Opposed To Standard 3-Ply.
Lightweight Build Using Smooth & Breathable Fabrics.
Universal Fit With An Adjustable Nose Wire & Elastic Ear Loops.
For Casual & Professional Use Including: School, Office, Airport, Home-Improvement.

SUNCOO KN95 WHITE MASK MINI MANUAL
FAQ
Q: How many masks are provided inside the packaging?
A: 20. There are 20 full KN95 black masks found within the packaging so there is plenty to be shared with friends, family,
and even co-workers. This provides an opportunity to share our products with those within your community to make a
difference.

Q: How many layers of protection are found within the mask?
A: 5. There are 5 full layers comprised of materials such as: melt blown fabric and hot air cotton. These advanced layers
help facilitate easier breathing and most importantly more protective breathing as well. The 5-layered filter provides 95%
filtration efficiency and effectiveness.

Q: The mask seems to be slipping at times. How do I make it fit snug?
A: Use the adjustable nose wire to perfectly adjust the mask to let it fit snug and tight on your face. Pinch and press the
nose wire so it sits across the bridge of the nose in a snug and fitted manner. Following this process will eliminate any
slipping.

Q: How is the KN95 mask different from standard 3-layered disposable masks?
A: Our KN95 masks create a leakless seal that can help prevent external sources such as dirt and dust from entering from
the sides. Also, unlike standard 3-layered filters, Suncoo provides 5 layers of protection. Plus, a 3D shape that contours to
the face, nose, and mouth, for a snug and universal fit.

WARNINGS
Our Suncoo KN95 Black Mask is NOT a TOY. Please ensure to read through the entire Warnings Section to prevent
possible injury or accidents.

1. DO NOT allow children to use, wear, play with, or touch the product.
2. DO NOT try to peel apart, tear, or rip the inner filter layers of the product.
3. DO NOT share a USED mask with others.
4. DO NOT touch your mouth, face, eyes, or nose AFTER using the mask. By doing this, you are essentially exposing
yourself to ALL of the bacteria that the mask effectively blocked, back into your body.

5. ALWAYS wash your hands BEFORE and AFTER using the product.
6. After a full 8 hours day use, TOSS the product in the trash.
7. DO NOT break, overly bend, or tear the adjustable nose wire.
8. DO NOT overly stretch, rip, or tear the elastic ear loops.
9. DO NOT attempt to wash and reuse the product.
10. This product is designed for both casual and professional use. USE ACCORDINGLY.

